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A Northern Bookend for King Street
The Midtown Project

Team 6

Executive Summary
Midtown is an urban infill mixed-use development project located in the renowned historic
district of downtown Charleston, South Carolina. The project had multiple hurdles and
adversities to overcome throughout its fourteen-year development process from 2001
until its ultimate completion in 2015. The project represents what can be achieved in real
estate development through perseverance, creative thinking, public-private partnership
and resilience.
The Midtown site has a long and rich history dating back to the Revolutionary War. CC&T
Real Estate Services assembled the property, which consisted of five parcels owned
by 70 individual property owners, over a period of two years. The project consisted
of two phases. The first phase was the environmental remediation, entitlement and
horizontal development of the entire site as well as the disposition of a building pad for
the construction of a Class A apartment complex. The second phase consisted of the
vertical development of multiple buildings containing a dual flag hotel, a parking garage,
retail and office space
The hospitality component
of Midtown consists of
a dual flag Hyatt Place
and Hyatt House hotel,
with 191 and 113 rooms
respectively. Hyatt Place
is defined by “flexible
work and meeting spaces
and a range of amenities
… attracting high-value
business travelers seeking
Source: CC&T
comfort,
quality
and
around-the-clock convenience”. While this portion of the hotel is geared towards the
traveling businessperson, all of Hyatt House’s 113 rooms cater to the many tourists that
visit Charleston each year. These two opposing types of hotel operations ensure that
no matter if consumers are traveling for business or pleasure the midtown project has a
component that can satisfy their needs.
The Midtown Project includes a combined 43,687 square feet of office and retail space
with store frontage on King Street, Spring Street, and Meeting Street. Ground-floor retail
on these major streets is accompanied by Class A office space on the second, third and
fourth floors above. In compliance with the culture of Charleston, the developers decided
to keep three existing buildings on the property. These buildings have undergone adaptive
reuse, but have maintained their historic nature. The preservation of these buildings has
contributed greatly to the overall success of the project, as well as ensuring that the
project compliments the surrounding areas from an appearance standpoint.
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Property Card
King Street’s Northern Bookend

Quick Facts
Project Address
560 King Street
Charleston, SC 29403
Development Duration
2001-2015
Land Uses
Hotel, Office, Retail, Apartments,
Restaurants
Site Size
4.3 Acres
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Property Breakdown
Total Project Size
550,000 Square Feet
Parking Spaces
400
Hotel Rooms
304 Keys
Retail and Office
43,687 Square Feet
Total Project Cost
$84,130,715
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Site History
The Midtown site has a long and diverse
history dating back to the Revolutionary
War, as many sites in Charleston do. The
traceable history of the site begins in 1780
when the British besieged Charleston
and built a series of trench fortifications
across the peninsula called parallels. The
Hyatt Hotel today sits directly where the
first parallel ran through the Charleston
Peninsula. The Midtown Site has been
steadily occupied and has had a variety
of uses since the end of the Revolutionary
War. Wagoners and merchants built several
stores and residences to trade consumer
goods and produce until 1827 when the site
went through a drastic change.

In 1827 the Canal and Railroad Company
purchased the site. In 1830, the first
locomotive entirely built in the United States
arrived in Charleston and took its inaugural
journey on Christmas Day. The locomotive
was named “The Best Friend of Charleston”.
The Charleston Courier ran an article on
the event with the following quote “The
one hundred and forty-one persons flew on
the wings of wind at the speed of fifteen to
twenty-five miles per hour, annihilating time
and space...leaving all the world behind.”
The presence of this rail line in Charleston
facilitated industrial and commercial
development in the Charleston Area and
the railroad presence expanded widely to
include six locomotives
within three years.

Charleston Peninsula Map. Source: Charleston County, 2010 Comprehensive Plan.
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In the 1850s, George
S. Hacker opened a
Sawmill, Lumber Yard
and Sash and Blind
company on the site.
Dwelling units were
also constructed on
the site to house the
workers.
Operations
continued in the mill
up until the beginning
of the Civil War.
In
1862 the Confederate
Government
leased
one of the buildings
on the site to be
repurposed as a military
hospital. The hospital
consisted of a surgical
ward, a sick ward and
a convalescent ward
with a ninety-patient
capacity.
The Chief
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Site History
Surgeon of the Hospital was Dr. Robert
Lebby Sr. As the Union Siege on Charleston
strengthened, hospitals were relocated
and the on-site hospital was one of three
remaining in Charleston. Dr. Lebby refused
to abandon or attempt moving patients
that were not fit for transport. Due to his
devotion to his patients, he remained in the
hospital until the end of the war. Dr. Lebby’s
Great-great-great Grandson, Robert Lebby
Clement, completed the Midtown project on
the site 150 years later.
Following the war George S. Hacker
reopened his operations on the site under
the name George S. Hacker and Son Sash,

Doors, and Blinds Factory, production
continued until his death in the early 1900s.
Upon their Father’s death, Mr. Hacker’s
children sold of the majority of their father’s
assets. This large sell off of the land
resulted in a lot of redevelopment on the
site. In the early 1900s C&S National Bank
was opened on the site and the building
still remains, but has been repurposed as a
restaurant called “The Ordinary”. Many of
the other historic buildings on the site were
destroyed throughout the 1900s and little
evidence remains of Hacker’s Mill and the
Confederate Hospital that once operated
on the site.

Sanborn Map of Site, 1888. Source: University of South Carolina Library.
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Background/Motivation of Robert Clement
Robert Clement has lived in Charleston his
entire life and is passionate about the impact
that his projects have on the immediate
areas surrounding the project, as well as
the entire Charleston Community. Clement
set a goal in the eighties to transform the
Upper Meeting and King area of Charleston
into a walkable, safe and vibrant community
that Charleston residents and visitors
could enjoy. Throughout his career this is
where he has focused the majority of his
development projects all geared towards
his ultimate goal.
Through many creative projects and
acquisitions by Clement and others in the
community over two decades, the stage was
finally set for the Midtown Project. Clement
and longtime Mayor Joe Riley shared the
vision of this site serving as the Northern
bookend for King Street. The site had the
potential to serve as a major catalyst for
development in the area and Robert Clement
was just the man to execute it, although the

project would not go as smoothly as he had
originally planned. Clement’s passion and
commitment to finish what he had started
and achieve his goals is what enabled the
project to come to fruition.
Clement first took an interest in the site as
a location for the College of Charleston
Coliseum and Conference Center. He
spent two years and a significant amount
of capital in the planning stage of this
project. However, this project did not move
forward due to the notorious reputation
and dangerous environment of the site at
the time. Although disappointed, Clement
remained steadfast in his belief that the site
held potential to yield a project that would
attract and stimulate growth in the area.
Determined to achieve his goals and
revitalize the Upper King and Meeting
Street area, Clement set out to reimagine
the use of the site and obtain the resources
necessary to execute his new vision.

Missing Plan, prepared for BAR Neighborhood Meeting, 2008. Source: CC&T.
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Project History and Land Assemblage
Clement began to pursue alternative
development ideas in 2001. The criminal
nature of the site’s surrounding area
deterred pedestrian activity and showed no
indications of changing in the near future.
Speaking toward the site’s surrounding
area Clement stated, “To call this place a
war zone would be polite”.

“To call this place a war

allowing the site to support the envisioned
development. These exceptions allowed
the development to exceed existing height
and density restrictions. The buildings on
the site were now permitted to reach 100
feet and house 350 hotel rooms.
The plan included a 200-room hotel with
condominiums above as well as a separate
condominium building with 20 individual
units.

zone would be polite.”

In 2007, following the remediation of the
site, Player Property Group wanted to sell
-Robert Clement
their interest in the deal. Player focused on
environmental remediation and the market
in the area was performing very well which
The 4.3-acre site situated between King gave justification for the sale of the project.
and Meeting Streets was made up of With no intentions of being removed from
five separate parcels that involved 70 the deal, CC&T sought out new equity
different property owners. After two years groups to buy out Player Property Group.
of relentless pursuit and negotiations, CC&T partnered with Hepler Properties
Clement successfully assembled the land and Lawson Partners. The newly formed
necessary for his vision. An existing Family
Dollar on the site required relocation to a
comparable location. Clement and his new
associate Stuart Coleman executed a swap
with Family Dollar on a building that CC&T
already owned in order to complete the
assemblage.
The original capital partner for the Midtown
Project was Player Property Group, which
specialized and focused in acquiring
contaminated sites and creating value
through remediation.
As the site was going through the
environmental remediation process CC&T
was working with the City of Charleston
to obtain necessary special exceptions
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Current Zoning Map. Source: City of Charleston.
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Project History and Land Assemblage
partnership left Player Property Group with
only a one-million-dollar stake in the deal.

Following the Great Recession, the
condominium market in Charleston was
not performing well and the project had to
In 2008, the plan for the project was fully be re-planned. In 2010, the project was
entitled and approved just as the Great re-entitled and approved to be built to its
Recession began to reach Charleston. A current state.
large portion of Lawson Capita equity was
supplied by a pension fund.
The fund After completion of the entitlement process,
realized the large amount of exposure that the pad where Elan Midtown sits today
it had in land and decided to pull its money was purchased by Everette Development.
from Lawson Partners, forcing them to exit The proceeds from this sale paid off all of
the debt on the remaining portion of the
the deal.
property and the project was poised to begin
Hepler Properties believed in the project vertical construction. However, during the
and wanted to continue to be involved so due diligence process an environmental
they bought Lawson Partners’ interest at impact was discovered. CC&T delineated
a steep discount and continued to push the contamination and entered into a nonresponsible party voluntary clean up contract
forward with CC&T.

Elan Midtown Apartment Complex. Source: Greystar.
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Project History and Land Assemblage
(VCC) with the South Carolina Department
of Health and Environmental control. The
site was successfully remediated allowing
the progression of the transaction.
CC&T knew the site would benefit
from a high-end restaurant that would
offer consumers a dining experience
characteristic of Charleston’s renowned
culinary reputation. In early 2011 they
identified a local restauranteur and
approached him about opening a restaurant
on the site. He already had a concept in
mind for the area involving a high-end oyster
bar and seafood restaurant.
However, the operator did
not want to lease the space,
he wanted to own it. The
decision was made for the
historic bank building to be
sold and it was converted
into The Ordinary.
The
opening of this restaurant
sparked restaurant activity
in the area and transformed
it into one of the premier
dining sectors of Charleston.
Without any debt on the land
CC&T and Hepler Properties
decided to pursue external
equity to assist in the vertical
construction of the hotel, office and retail.
Heyward Equity Partners was the company
that was chosen and a partnership was
formed to move forward with construction.
However, during that time Heyward Equity
Partners had plans to raise a fund and could
not have a hotel under construction during
that process. They wanted to hold the land
until the fund was raised and continue with
the project at some point in the future. As
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a condition of the partnership agreement
CC&T had the right to execute a buy sell
agreement in which CC&T would make an
offer and Heyward Equity Partners could
either accept the buyout offer or buy CC&T
out for the offered price.
CC&T partnered with SSR EQUITY
PARTNERS to supply the equity to buy
Heyward Equity Partners out of the Midtown
project and moved forward with the buy
sell option. Fortunately for CC&T the offer
was accepted and the project progressed
forward despite the adversity.

“The Ordinary” exterior view. Historic structure, formerly C&S Bank.
Source: The Ordinary.

The Mayor of Charleston at the time, Joe
Riley, wanted there to be more parking
in the area for the public to utilize. A
Public Private Partnership agreement
was reached that incorporated the city’s
wishes into the development. CC&T was
to construct a 400-space parking garage on
the site that was to be purchased by the
city upon completion, 300 of which would
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Project History and Land Assemblage
be reserved for hotel guests.
In 2013, construction was poised to begin
on the hotel and surrounding buildings. In
Charleston, buildings do not have final BAR
approval until a sample panel composed of
all of the materials to be used on building
facades is constructed and approved. The
sample panel for the Midtown Project was
rejected five times by the BAR in early 2013.
During this period, there was a high
demand for bricks in the Southeast. The
Midtown project had a reservation at the
brick factory for the Midtown bricks to be
produced. On a Monday, the project had
its 6th sample panel review. If this sample
panel was rejected the project would lose
its reservation for brick production and have

to be delayed six months due to material
shortages.
On the Friday before the inspection, the
contractor informed Stuart Coleman that
the bricks for the sample panel were at the
factory but could not be shipped to the site
until the following week. Aware of the project
setbacks this would cause, Stuart asked,
“Where is the factory”. The contractor told
Stuart the factory was in Concord, North
Carolina. “Tell them I’ll be there in three
and a half hours” replied Stuart. Stuart
returned later that evening to the site in a
Toyota Sequoia loaded beyond its capacity
with all of the bricks for the sample panel.
The panel was constructed on time and
accepted, the bricks were ordered and
construction began on schedule.

Exterior Material Types by Building, King Street Perspective. Source: Cooper Carry.
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Project History and Land Assemblage
Due to limited space in the area, the subcontractors did not have any room for a
staging area for materials. There was only
one vacant piece of land that they would
be able to use and it was not controlled
by any of the stakeholders in the project.
Robert and Stuart leased this piece of land
and then subleased it to the subs and made
great returns as a result.

Despite all the adversities, problems and
setbacks throughout the twelve-year preconstruction phase of the Midtown Project,
construction went smoothly and delivered
on time and on budget.

Ground Floor Site Plan. Source: Cooper Carry.
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Midtown Amenities
Hyatt Place

Hyatt House

The Ordinary

Pour Taproom

Revelator Coffee Company

Drybar
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Key Takeaways
This project not only represents development
of the highest quality, but also displays the
transformative effect a pioneering project
can have on the community within which
it is located. The perseverance displayed
by CC&T displays a level of commitment
to improving the community that is rarely
found in today’s professional environment.
This development portrays the proper
approach to incorporate new uses in the
area without destroying the preexisting
character and fabric of the community. The
key takeaways from Midtown are:

could have been repurposed and used as
something such as condominiums that may
have performed better than the office space
has.

• Projects will have setbacks of different
magnitudes, but commitment is key to
overcoming all hurdles of development.
• High quality, strategically located sites
have the ability to weather market
fluctuations and other adversities that may
arise during the development process.

Hyatt Place Hotel Tower. Source: CC&T.

Clement admits that he wishes he had
incorporated more of a Charleston feel into
the design of the development.
Midtown, corner of King & Spring Streets. Source: CC&T.

As successful as this project has been,
in hindsight, the developers would have
done a few things differently. There are still
4,000 square feet of office space that are
vacant that have not performed as well as
CC&T had originally hoped. This space
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Particularly, the circular drive at the
entrance of the hotel could have been
planted with a specimen tree such as a live
oak instead of palm trees. In an interview
he commented, “The development needs
to conform to Charleston instead of
Charleston conforming to the development”
when speaking of all of the new projects that
are underway and proposed in the market.
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Impact on the Immediate Surrounding Areas
Since the completion of the Midtown
Project, The Upper King and Meeting
Street area of Charleston has experienced
tremendous growth. Not only has the
area been transformed into a restaurant
district, it is also a place where people
like to live. Multiple apartment buildings
are either proposed, under construction or
completed in the area. The sidewalks that
were once poorly lit and absent of people
are now vibrant and offer an environment
that people want to occupy. The effects of
The Midtown Project continue to multiply
as the development environment gets
more and more attractive to high quality
development and tenants.

High-quality development in the Charleston
area has now pushed further north of the
Upper King and Meeting Street area to
the other side of Highway 17. The Upper
Peninsula area, as it is called, shows
promising signs of sustainable growth
for many years to come. This is due to:
• Beautification of Northern Meeting and
King Street area
• Attraction of pedestrian activity, new
businesses and tourism
• Economic and demographic rejuvenation
In the area directly surrounding Midtown,
the following projects have occurred:
Courier Square
12-acre mixed-use site
415 Meeting Street
165-room hotel
The Alley
bowling alley and restaurant
24 Woolfe Street
100-unit student
project

housing

526 King Street
Indaco restaurant and office
space

Upper King & Meeting Street area. Source: CC&T.
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Focus Area Market Conditions, 2013

Source: CC&T.
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Financial Breakdown

Midtown Project Team
Developer
CC&T Real Estate Services
Architect
Cooper Carry
General Contractor
DPR Hardin Construction
Equity Partners
Hepler Properties
SSR Equity Partners

The hotel portion of the project is by far the
most expensive component, making up
76% of the total cost. This price includes
all of the finishes that are necessary for a
hotel to begin operation. The construction
loan on the project had a loan-to-cost of
60%, and came in at a value $50 million.
The project was refinanced with permanent
debt at 60% Loan-to-value which produced
proceeds in excess of $14 million.
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Cash Flows, Disposition Summary and Returns

Finance Strategy
• Parking garage
sold to the City
after construction
completion
• Project refinanced
after stabilization in
year one
• Exit after year five

The Midtown Project has performed quite well financially. The returns are very high due
to the extremely low land basis in the project. The sale of the pad for the Elan apartment
building and the building for The Ordinary left the developers with a land cost of $3.6 million
for the site which is very low compared to what they would have had to pay at market rate.
Because of this the proceeds from refinancing the project after Year One of operation are
extremely high. The disposition of the parking garage to the city also produced a large
cash flow item at the completion of construction. The exit cap rate used for this analysis
is extremely conservative. There is a lot of large investment capital that is interested in
the Charleston Market. However, there are not a lot of properties that trade over $100
Million. This creates a high demand for these assets and in turn pushes cap rates down.
The developers believe that the project will sell below a 5% cap rate.
Midtown . Charleston . South Carolina
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Development Timeline
2001
2003

2005
2007

2008

2009
2010
2011

2012

2013

2015

College of Charleston Coliseum and Conference Center
2-year assemblage begins
Completed Land Swap to relocate existing Family Dollar
Brought on Player Property Group who specializes in environmental
remediation
Height Ordinance allowing development to reach 100" feet
Rezoning Ordinance from General Business to Mixed Use
Player Property wanted to sell their interest
New partnership was formed with Hepler Properties and Lawson Capital
Land fully entitled and approved
Lawson Capital forced to exit
Hepler Properties bought Lawson Capital's interest in the project
Project is re-planned for the existing development
Everette Development purchased pad for Elan Apartments
Project is approved by BAR
Hayward Equity Partners is brought on as partner for hotel
Hayward Equity Partners was forced to exit due to a construction
restriction
SSR was brought in to execute the vertical development
Building sold for high end restaurant, The Ordinary
CC&T in conjunction with SSR executed a buy sell option on the property
removing Hayward Equity Partners
Public Private Partnership created for the 300-space parking garage
Sample Panel and Brick complications
BAR final approval
Construction began September 2013
Construction completes
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